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Scientists        data

 Scientists expect to make use of data produced by other labs in
validating and interpreting their own results

 Funding bodies expect the results of projects to have much greater
longevity and usefulness

 As well as publishing in the scientific literature, scientists are
increasingly required to place more of their data in the public domain

Serious problems arise due to variations in the quality of
the data being shared

Data sets that are incomplete, inconsistent, or inaccurate
can still be useful to those that are aware of these
deficiencies, but can be misleading, frustrating and time-
consuming for those who are not!
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Research in information quality (IQ)

Focus has traditionally been on the identification of generic quality
characteristics

Accuracy

Currency

Consistency

Completeness
Conformity

Reputation Timeliness

Density

Conciseness

These “one-size-fits-all” quality characteristics are so broad in their
meaning that they don’t fit scientists’ IQ requirements

Alternative approach: identify the quality characteristics that are of
importance in a particular domain. Example:
 one group of scientists may record “accuracy” in terms of some

calculated experimental error,
 others might define it as a function of the type of equipment that

captured the data…
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Qurator manifesto I

It is possible to elicit detailed specifications of
the IQ requirements of individual scientists or
communities of scientists, preferably in a formal
language so that the definitions are machine-
manipulable

It must be possible for scientists to use the
definitions, by creating executable metrics based
on them, and also to reuse definitions created
by others, e.g. by browsing and querying an
organised collection of definitions
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Qurator manifesto II

The annotation of information resources with detailed
descriptions of their quality can be performed in a cost-
effective manner

This means that the overhead of creating 
and managing the definition of a new IQ 
characteristic and its associated metrics 
should not be too high, and also that it 
should be possible to operationalise the 
computation of IQ measurements over 
sizeable datasets
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Approach

Test the two statements by making a 
detailedstudy of IQ management in 
two “omic” biology domains:
 proteomics
 transcriptomics

Today we…
 present the initial version of our IQ framework for capturing scientists'

IQ requirements
 show how a domain-specific IQ characteristic can be defined as part

of our overall framework
 introduce a Web service that automates one kind of IQ annotation of

datasets
… using a motivating example from transcriptomics
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Transcriptomics example I

In transcriptomics, microarray experiment data is routinely
captured in MAGE-ML format. Elements of an experiment should be
described in a standard way using terms from the MGED Ontology*

*http://mged.sourceforge.net/ontologies/MGEDontology.php

In searching for microarray
experiment data to use for
their own purposes, a
particular biologist may
specify a quality
requirement on the extent
to which particular
elements of the dataset –
called ontology entries –
conform to the MGED
Ontology
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Transcriptomics example II

<BioSample 
  identifier="S:Sample:MEXP:167278"   
  name="CH131_1">
  <MaterialType_assn>
    <OntologyEntry 
      category="MaterialType" 
      value="whole_organism" />
  </MaterialType_assn>
  <Treatments_assnlist>
    <Treatment order="1" 
    identifier="T:Sample:MEXP:167278">
      <Action_assn>
        <OntologyEntry 
          category="Action"
          value="specified_biomaterial_action" /> 
      </Action_assn>
…
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Core IQ concepts

A Quality Metric is derived from one or more Quality
Indicators
 e.g. MGED-term-consistency is the fraction of conforming OEs

across an entire experiment

A Quality Preference Schema is based on one or more
Quality Metrics and indicates how to produce a quality-based
view of the data
 e.g. an “acceptable” MAGE-ML datafile may be defined as one in

which all OEs must conform

A Quality Indicator is an objectively-measurable value
either computable from data or obtainable from a user
 e.g. OE Consistency indicates if an OE conforms to its ontology

A Test Process computes one or more Quality Indicators on
some data
 e.g. OntValidator computes OE Consistency on MAGE-ML data

Test
Process

Quality
Preference
Schema

pref-based-on-metric

Quality
Indicator

is-output-of

metric-based-on-indicator

Quality
Metric
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Baseline
layer

Quality
preferences
layer

Presentation layer

Binding
layer

Data Testing
Process Model

Quality indicators (any data / metadata)

Quality-aware data visualization models
Selection of data sources based on their quality

Process
layer

Tasks binding

Executable
Task

Executable
TaskSchema

DB DB

Data
layer

Data binding

Schema

• Logic-based class definition
• DL-based / Rule-based

• Ranking based on metrics

Quality metrics (functions of indicators)

Data Model

Qurator
environment

• Data Annotation
• Ontology browse

and search

Generic Reference
IQ Ontology

KB of user 
quality concepts

Qurator conceptual framework
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Ontology / KB fragment

QualityPreferenceSchema

Quality
Metric

QtyProperty

Accuracy

Property-from-metric

Currency …

TestProcess

Is-output-of

metric-based-on-indicator

pref-based-on-metric

Quality
Indicator

MGED-term-consistency

MGED-conformance-schema

OE
Consistency

OntValidatorService

MGED-global-consistency

pref-based-on-metric

instanceOf

instanceOf

Is-output-of

instanceOf

instanceOf

metric-based-on-indicator
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Baseline
layer

Quality
preferences
layer

Presentation layer

Binding
layer

Data Testing
Process Model

Quality indicators (any data / metadata)

Quality-aware data visualization models
Selection of data sources based on their quality

Process
layer

Tasks binding

Executable
Task

Executable
TaskSchema

DB DB

Data
layer

Data binding

Schema

• Logic-based class definition
• DL-based / Rule-based

• Ranking based on metrics

Quality metrics (functions of indicators)

Data Model

Example: Conformance of
OntologyEntry to MGED

Example: various types of MGED-
Consistency of experiment descriptions

Example: Spec for the
OntValidator service

Example: OntologyEntry
part-of Experiment

Example: class of “acceptable” experiments,
ranking of experiment description based on
MGED-consistency

Example: Dynamic setting of thresholds and other
parameters, on-the-fly filtering

Qurator
environment

• Data Annotation
• Ontology browse

and search

Generic Reference
IQ Ontology

KB of user 
quality concepts
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IQ ontology FAQ

Why use an ontology at all?
 The formal ontology (expressed in OWL DL) explicitly specifies our IQ

conceptualisation
 We can align it with related ontologies e.g. myGrid data ontology
 We can use a reasoner to check consistency/integrity
 In certain cases we can classify domain-specific IQ elements

automatically (e.g. OE Consistency is related to a kind of
Accuracy…)

Why are the domain-specific concepts instances (not classes)?
 Easier to maintain - the core ontology doesn’t change when new bits

of domain-specific apparatus are added

Why are the “generic” IQ properties included?
 Users have the option to browse/query the ontology/KB both

“bottom-up” and “top-down”…
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Sample IQ service: OntValidator

The OntValidatorService implementation is a Web service that
 takes a URI (LSID) to an experiment data file (XML doc) and a set of

data bindings
 returns a set of annotations for the OEs in that file

Data bindings for OntValidatorService inputs are to OntologyEntry
elements in MAGE-ML documents, via XPath expressions
Annotations are RDF statements about the original experiment data
file (resource)
For each OntologyEntry, three annotation values are possible
 OK - class/individual combination conforms to the ontology
 BAD_IND - individual is not defined for this class
 BAD_CLASS - class is not defined

Currently, we have simple preferences written as RuleML rules
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OntValidator service Web client
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OntValidator results page
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Sample annotations (raw RDF!)
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Sample annotatations (styled as HTML)
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Getting Qurator closer to biologists:
a Pedro plugin client
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Conclusion

Core IQ framework and ontology is in place:
 Ontology scope extends

 “up” to generic IQ concepts
 “down” to domain-specific IQ concepts

 Bindings map things in the IQ-space to scientific data resources
 Test processes assign IQ annotations to data resources
 Preferences give users quality-based views on data
 We have a simple vertical demo in transcriptomics

We are in the process of
 Extending the framework at all levels, initially in proteomics
 Using the framework and demo to elicit user feedback and revised

requirements
 Designing experiments to establish cost/benefits of the approach
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